Deep annotation of untargeted LC-MS metabolomics data with Binner.
When metabolites are analyzed by electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry, they are usually detected as multiple ion species due to the presence of isotopes, adducts, and in-source fragments. The signals generated by these degenerate features (along with contaminants and other chemical noise) obscure meaningful patterns in MS data, complicating both compound identification and downstream statistical analysis. To address this problem, we developed Binner, a new tool for the discovery and elimination of many degenerate feature signals typically present in untargeted ESI-LC-MS metabolomics data. Binner generates feature annotations and provides tools to help users visualize informative feature relationships that can further elucidate the underlying structure of the data. To demonstrate the utility of Binner and to evaluate its performance, we analyzed data from RPLC-MS and HILIC platforms and demonstrated the accuracy of selected annotations using MS/MS. When we compared Binner annotations of 75 compounds previously identified in human plasma samples with annotations generated by three similar tools, we found that Binner achieves superior performance in the number and accuracy of annotations while simultaneously minimizing the number of incorrectly annotated principal ions. Data reduction and pattern exploration with Binner have allowed us to catalogue a number of previously unrecognized complex adducts and neutral losses generated during the ionization of molecules in LC-MS. In summary, Binner allows users to explore patterns in their data and to efficiently and accurately eliminate a significant number of the degenerate features typically found in various LC-MS modalities. Binner is written in Java and is freely available from http://binner.med.umich.edu. Available at Bioinformatics online.